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Optimal Design of IPM-PMASR motors for wide
constant power speed range applications

P. Guglielmi, E. Armando, G.M. Pellegrino, A.Vagati.
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Elettrica - Politecnico di Torino

Corso Duca degli Abruzzi, 24 Torino, 10129 ITALY

Abstract— The design of an IPM-PMASR machine represents
a trade off between the magnet quantity and the realization
of a high anisotropic rotor structure. The better the obtained
anisotropy is, the lower the required magnet quantity is. The
magnet addition always affects in a positive manner both power
factor and machine torque. However, when a large CPSR is
required, a low magnet quantity also allows a safe operation
at high speed, where a sudden overvoltage could appear in case
of inverter fault. For this reason, the rotor anisotropy has to be
maximized.

I. INTRODUCTION
A large interest is nowadays devoted to Interior Perma-

nent Magnet (IPM) motors, because of the many advantages
against the competitor a.c. drives, markedly the induction
motor drives. In addition to the high efficiency and high
torque-density which are typical of PM machines, IPM motors
exhibit inherent suitability to zero-speed sensorless control
(because of the anisotropic nature) and also can show very
good constant-power speed ranges (CPSR), if they are suitably
designed at that aim. We can mention, as typical applications:
spindle drives, drives for electric and hybrid vehicles, domestic
washing machines, etc. In the literature, the design problem
has been discussed by many papers [1], [2], [6]–[8], [10]. In
spite of that, the design approach is far from standardized,
particularly when a large CPSR is wanted. In this paper an
exhaustive design procedure is illustrated, starting on previous
papers [2]–[5], [9] and aiming to optimized design of IPM
motors suited to large CPSRs, called IPM-PMASR motors in
the following.

II. IPM-PMASR MOTORS AND CPSR
In general, IPM motors show both PM and reluctance

torques, because of their anisotropic rotor. Consequently, PM
and reluctance fluxes can be pointed-out, the latter being
produced by stator current. Reference is made to eq.(1). Since
iron saturation limits the amplitude λ of the total flux vector
and the inverter ratings limit the amplitude i of the current
vector, the share between λm and λr becomes a design
variable, provided that the physical constraints are satisfied.

λdq = λmdq + λrdq ; λrdq = Ldqidq (1)

An IPM machine whose reluctance torque and flux prevail
with respect to PM ones can be called a Permanent Mag-
net Assisted Synchronous Reluctance (PMASR) machine. Of
course, in this case a large anisotropy ratio is needed, to

produce the expected torque amount. For PMASR motors the
synchronous (d,q) frame is preferably chosen with the d-axis
aligned to the direction of maximum permeance, as usual for
Synchronous Reluctance (SyR) motors. As a consequence, the
PM flux results in -q direction. The anisotropy ratio is defined
as ζ = Ld/Lq >> 1. The torque is given by eq.(2).

T =
3
2

p
[
λm id + (Ld − Lq) id iq

]
(2)

Fig. 1. Examples of IPM and IPM-PMASR (left) vector diagrams.

As can be seen from Fig.1, the left diagram refers to a
PMASR motor, while the right one does not. Both diagrams
can give the same torque, but the PM contribution is quite
different. Coming now to CPSR and flux weakening capability,
every IPM machine must satisfy condition (3), firstly stated by
Shiferl and Lipo [1].If the (rated) current vector i0 is rotated
towards the q-axis, the total flux vector (moving on an ellipse,
depending on ζ) must reach the origin. In this way, a virtually
infinite CPSR is obtained, at load.

λq i0 = λm (3)

Let us observe that condition (3) can be satisfied for both
IPM and PMASR machines, by proper tailoring λm and/or
i0 values. However, eq.(3) is a necessary but not sufficient
condition, for a large CPSR performance. In fact, at no-load
and high speed, demagnetizing iq components are needed,
when the minimum wanted flux λmin is lower than λm. In
addition, a worse problem is represented by the Uncontrolled
Generator Operation (U.G.O.) which can arise at high speed
in case of inverter failure, when λm > λmin. The motor
e.m.f. suddenly jumps to quite large values and the DC
bus capacitance is charged up, through the inverter’s diodes.
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Additional protection circuitry may be provided, in this case.
Anyway, a limit to λm/λmin has to be fixed by machine
design. As a consequence, the amplitude ωmax/ωb of the
CPSR becomes inversely proportional to λm.

This point is of particular relevance, because it states that
only a PMASR design can be suited to large CPSRs. In other
words, the λm flux must be as low as possible, which implies
that the rotor anisotropy has to be maximized. On the contrary,
an IPM machine with a large PM flux component shows an
inherently limited CPRS, in practice.

From eq.(2), eq.(4) is easily obtained, by introducing the
flux amplitude λ and its argument δ, with respect to d-axis.
At high speed the voltage amplitude is limited to Vs. Since
ωλ ' Vs, eq.(4) also show the torque behaviour when the
voltage saturation occurs. By taking the partial derivative with
respect to δ eq.(5) is obtained, as defining the δ0 value for
which the maximum torque is reached, at fixed voltage.

T =
3
2

p
[( 1

Lq
− 1

Ld

)
λ2 sin δ cos δ +

λm

Lq
λ cos δ

]
(4)

2 sin2 δ0 + α sin δ0 − 1 = 0 ; α =
λm

λ
· ζ

ζ − 1
(5)

From eq.(5) the unique solution (6) is obtained. The param-
eter α practically coincides with λm/λ, being ζ >> 1, for a
PMASR machine. Let us observe that, for α = 0, the optimal
δ0 angle equals π/4. In other words, for a simple SyR motor
(as well as for an Induction motor) the optimum flux locus at
high speed is represented by the bisecting line. As the magnet
contribution is increased, δ0 is decreased.

sin δ0 =
1
4
(− α +

√
α2 + 8

)
(6)

Fig.2 shows the vector diagram of a realistic situation at
high speed, where λm is a little larger than λ, which represents
in this case the minimum flux amplitude λmin.

Fig. 2. Optimal vector diagram at maximum speed, for α ' 1.2.

Since ζ >> 1, the dotted (elliptic) curve is practically
horizontal and eq.(7) is approximately valid, as defining the
maximum i0 current which is compatible with the λmin

constraint.

Lq i0
λmin

' sin δ0 +
λm

λmin
(7)

Let us observe, from eq.(7) and Fig.2, that the ratio
Lq i0/λmin is near to 2, while for a simple SyR motor it

would be 1/
√

2, as said before. In practice, the added λm

flux has increased the i0 current by a factor near to 2.8, with
respect to the basic SyR motor. A similar comparison would be
carried-out with an equivalent induction motor: however, the
lower q-axis inductance (σLs) should be taken into account.

In conclusion, once the accepted λm/λmin ratio is fixed,
eq.(7) gives the minimum flux and consequently the CPSR
once the rated flux is fixed. At fixed current, the lower Lq

is, the lower the λmin can be. In other words, the quantity of
magnet flux λm is chosen at maximum speed, which represents
the most critical situation: the behaviour at base speed will
follow.

III. BASIC RELUCTANCE STRUCTURE
As seen, the maximum CPSR is reached through mini-

mization of the Lq inductance that means maximizing rotor
anisotropy, when Ld can be considered fixed. This argument
has been thoroughly treated by former papers [3], [9]. Only
a short synthesis will be given here, in order to introduce the
following analysis.

With reference to an ideally slotless stator, two Lq com-
ponents exist: that related to the flux circulating across the
end of a rotor iron segment (Lcq) and that related to the flux
flowing through the rotor and crossing the various flux barriers
among segments (Lfq). It can be shown that Lcq/Lmd (8) only
depends on the number of flux-barriers and rapidly decreases
as this number is increased. In practice, a three-barrier-per-
pole structure is sufficient to make Lcq sufficiently low. On the
contrary, Lfq is practically independent of the barrier number,
while it mainly depends on the total insulation length, which
in turn depends on stator design and the chosen airgap flux
density value.

Calculation of Lfq/Lmd can be made through the per-unit
equivalent circuit shown in Fig.3, where fk is the average
value of the p.u. q-axis mmf (sinusoidal) over the segment
span at the airgap and rk is the resulting magnetic potential
of the segment. The p.u. permeances are defined in the figure,
while the base flux is µ0 Aq l, being Aq the peak q-axis mmf
and l the axial length.

Fig. 3. p.u. equivalent circuit of the kth segment.

Lcq

Lmd
= 1− 4

π

∑

k

f2
k∆ξk (8)

Lfq

Lmd
=

4
π

∑

k

fk

(
fk − rk

)
∆ξk =

4
π

p
g

r

∑

k

fk ϕk (9)
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Eqs.(8) and (9) are valid, with ∆ξk = p sgk/r, where
r is the rotor radius, g the airgap length. [fk] represent a
sinusoidal-like distribution, because of the fk definition. A
proper design goal can be imposing that [rk] distribution has
the same shape as [fk]. In this way, also the p.u. fluxes [ϕk]
will be sinusoidal-like and the harmonic content is minimized.
By posing rk = mfk, with m < 1, eq.(10) is written, from
the equivalent circuit of Fig.3. By considering all the nodes,
the system (11) is then obtained. Eq.(11) gives the wanted
permeance distribution [pk], once m satisfies the geometrical
constraint: allowed room across q-axis la =

∑
k lk.

m
(
fk−fk−1

)
pk +m

(
fk−fk+1

)
pk+1 =

(
1−m

)
fkpgk (10)

[F ][pk] =
1−m

m
[pgk · fk] (11)

If the [∆ξk] distribution is assumed to be uniform, ∆ξk =
2π/nr = constant. In this case, also pk = constant and the
machine is complete, that is all the possible flux-barriers are
present. The introduced spatial harmonics are of (k nr ± 1)
order only. More often, the rotors are incomplete (one or more
barriers missing near q-axis). In this case, additional harmonics
are present; however eq.(11) still gives the more convenient
rotor design.

When a low-ripple design is wanted, care must be taken
to properly choose the stator (ns) and rotor (nr) number
of ”slots” per pole pair, in order that the respective spatial
harmonic (hns±1) and (k nr±1) do not interact. nr = ns±4
are quite often the best choices, as explained in [4].

IV. RIB AND P.M. DESIGN

The various iron segments of the ideal structure considered
in the previous chapter must be connected to each-other by
iron ribs, specifically designed to the centrifugal strength.
These ribs are positioned at the rotor surface and also inside
the rotor, depending on the mechanical needs. From the
magnetic point of view the ribs represent a rotor leakage flux,
which lowers torque and power factor. With reference to Fig.5,
the ribs can be modelled by flux generators in parallel to
pk permeances (these in turn could be modified to take into
account the permeability of the saturated rib iron).

If we consider now the PM inside each flux barrier, they can
be modelled analogously to ribs, leading to the general p.u.
equivalent circuit of Fig.5, while Fig.4 shows the schematic
of the kth barrier and introduces new geometric variables, that
approximately describe rib and magnet shapes. Note that sk is
an equivalent barrier lenght, to take into account the realistic
shape.

In Fig.5, the parameters bres and bsat describe the magnet
and rib properties, respectively. Let us point-out that magnet
action counteracts the rib leakage. From Fig.5 eq.(12) is
written. If [rk] = [fk] is then posed, the [ϕmk] distribution is
derived wich zeroes the flux entering the various fk generators.
In this way, the PM flux exactly compensates for the Lfq

inductance given by (9). In addition, the resulting [ϕmk]
distribution is sinusoidal-like, as the former [ϕk] distribution

Fig. 4. Schematic of the k-th barrier, including rib and P.M.

Fig. 5. P.u. equivalent circuit, of the kth barrier, with rib and P.M.

was, since coming from [pk] satisfying eq.(11). In this way
the harmonic effect is minimized and torque ripple too.

pk

(
rk − rk−1

)
+ pk+1

(
rk − rk+1

)
= pgk

(
fk − rk

)
+ ϕmk (12)

L′q
Lfq

ϕmk = bres

(
xksk − xk+1sk+1

)− bsat

(
srk − sr,k+1

)
(13)

In general, the wanted magnet flux λm can be different
from Lfq i0, as shown in Fig.2. If λm = L′q i0 is posed,
eq.(13) is simply obtained, as relating the needed xk , xk+1

parameters. From (13), a linear system of equations is written,
whose solution gives the unknown vector [xk] that is the PM
widths, since the PM lengths [lk] are supposed to be known
from the former design step. Of course, an iterative process
is required, since bsat depends on the working point and the
rib lengths [dk] are still to be designed. These lengths also
influence the barrier permeabilities [pk].

V. MAGNET MINIMIZATION

Following eq.(13) and the barrier scheme in Fig.4 a first
amount of magnet is defined. A reduction in the magnet area
can be then obtained if the PM dimensions [lk] are changed.
Obviously, if the magnet depth is reduced the iron one has to
be increased accordingly, as shown in Fig.6

This modification of the magnets area leads to modification
of the permeances [pk], which implies modification of Lfq .
However, the same flux ϕmk and the same distribution [rk]
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the k-th barrier with rib and modified P.M.

can be obtained, with different [xk] lenghts but less magnet
area. The [pk] permeances are now the sum of the part outside
the magnet (1 − xk)sk and the one inside the magnet sk xk,
whose values vary as a functions of the ratio yk = ak/lk.
All calculations can be expressed with reference to the same
equivalent circuit of Fig.5. Magnet areas as a function of
the ratio yk are expressed by eq.(14), while the element
Ck,1, Ck,2, Ck,3 are defined in eq.s(15÷16), where µm and
µrk are the relative permeabilities of PM and ribs, respectively.

Sk = skxk · (lk − ak) =
Ck,1 · y2

k

Ck,2 · yk − (1− Ck,3)
(14)

Ck,1 = (sk − srk)µm lk Ck,2 = (bres · lk + 1) (15)

Ck,3 =
srk

sk
lk

(
µrk

dk
+ bsat

)
(16)

It can be shown that the area Sk in eq.(14) has a minimum
with yk and that this minimum exists in the range 0 < yk,opt <
1. This minimum is given by eq.(17).

yk,opt =
2 · (1 + Ck,3)

Ck,2
(17)

The eq.(17) points-out the possible reduction of the magnet
area (cost) by modification of the permeance structure.

In a standard 4-pole rotor the barrier width is tipically larger
at the barrier centre. Thus a barrier shape like that of Fig.4
can be easily implemented. Alternatively, the magnets should
be split and shifted towards the barrier ends, where the barrier
shows a lower width.

This second choice has two drawbacks: first, the new
position implies that the magnets are two for each barrier,
which should increase the manifacturing cost. Second, even
if the magnet area is reduced, the new position is far from
optimized, from the mechanical point of view. Anyway, some
projects may take advantage from this possibility: it mainly
depends on the mechanical design.

VI. MACHINE DESIGN

In the previous chapter only the rotor was analysed, while
some main design choices where considered to be fixed. They
are the pole-pair p the air-gap flux density Bg and the rotor
radius r. Bg and r together define the main flux value. Let
us consider here some design hints, in order to point-out the

effect of the above mentioned parameters on the obtainable
CPSR, as previously introduced.

In Fig.2 a limit current i0 was defined, depending on U.G.O.
performance and Lq value. If this current is equal to the current
at base speed, a natural CPSR (NCPSR) is defined, which does
not require any inverter oversizing. On the contrary, when the
wanted CPRS is larger than the natural one, a larger current
at base speed should be used and consequently the inverter is
oversized.

As shown in Fig.7, at a fixed current amplitude and dis-
regarding magnetic saturation, the flux vector λr moves on
an elliptic locus, while the total flux λ = λr + λm is shifted
downwards. The better the anisotropy is the larger the main
axis of the ellipse is. Of course, magnetic saturation limits the
flux module at base speed.

Fig. 7. Flux locus during flux-weakening, at constant current amplitude

The NCPSR, as defined above, comes from the ratio of
maximum to minimum λ amplitudes, at constant voltage. To
improve this, from the machine design point of view, the d-axis
flux should be designed as large as possible without increasing
the q-axis one. At fixed p and outer machine dimensions, a
flux increase could be done by increasing both Bg and r.
Consequently, the copper area is decreased and the mmf is
decreased too. The torque is maintained, as a trade-off between
flux and mmf, at least till too a little area is left to copper or
the magnetizing needs become excessive.

When Bg is pushed up the teeth become larger and the
barrier widths [lk] decrease, at constant barrier lengths [sk].
Thus the p.u. permeances [pk] increase, together with Lfq in-
ductance. Moreover, the slot leakege inductance Lσs increases
too and the net effect on the λrq/λrd ratio is poor, even if the
resulting lower q-axis mmf is taken into account.

On the other hand, when the rotor radius is increased, [pk]
could be maintained constant, together with Lfq . In addition
Lσs is lowered, in this case. As a consequence the best
approach to increase the main flux is to increase r, while
maintaining Bg at reasonably standard values.

Both strategies reduce the copper amount but generally
increas that of PM material. A cost trade-off may be found.
However, the PM amount should be minimized as illustrated
in the previous chapter.

Let us now consider the choice of the pole-pair. It heavily
affects the anisotropy ζ and the NCPSR, as a consequence. To
highlight this the various contributions to the q-axis inductance
can be evidenced. The Lcq/Lmd ratio (8) does not depend on
p while Lfq/Lmd does, as shown by (9). Also

∑
k fkϕk could

depend on p, but this dependence can be neglected, as a first
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approximation, since the [pk] permeances in Fig.3 can be made
quite insensitive to p. Moreover, the slot leakege inductance
Lσs can be written as (18), where ps is the p.u. slot permeance
which, in turn, is nearly proportional to p, at fixed rotor radius.

Lσs

Lmd
= 2 π p

g

r

ps

ns
(18)

As seen, both Lfq and Lσs increase with p and consequently
ζ is rapidly lowered, as p is increased.

A further contribution to the Lrq flux is given by rotor rib
leakage, in SyR motors. Rib leakage depends on rib widths
[srk], which depend on geometry and maximum speed.

If p is increased, at fixed r and speed, the segment weight
can be made decreasing as p−2 while the d-axis flux only
decreases as p−1. Thus the rib leakage would be reduced as
p−1. However, large p values generally require large rotor
diameters, also to reduce the slot leakage (18). As a conse-
quence the rib widths must be increased to limit the specific
mechanical stress. On the other hand, also the rotor speed is
typically reduced with p. We can than conclude that the rib
leakage does not represent a critical point in general, while it
could be for some specific high speed application. Also, let us
point-out that rib leakage is compensated by some PM flux,
in a IPM-PMASR motor. This PM flux is not linked to stator
windings and does not contribute to U.G.O., which represents
the main limit to the NCPSR, as seen before (7).

In conclusion incresing the number of poles generally re-
duces the NCPSR, because the d-axis flux is reduced while the
q-axis one is maintained (Lfq) or even increased (Lσs), except
that rotor radius is properly increased. As a consequence,
p = 2, 3 appears to be the best choices in general, also
depending of the machine size. Of course other p values
could be suggested in case of particular constraints (e.g. a
ring shaped machine).

Last, still regarding machine design, the iron loss due to
slot harmonics has to be mentioned, as a possible drawback
of the IPM-PMASR machine, when a large CPSR is set. This
point is well beyond the paper aim. Suffice it to say that the
ns, nr numbers must be accurately chosen also with reference
to this possible problem.

VII. PRACTICAL DESIGNS

We analyze here two existing motors, to give a better
illustration of the above presented analysis.

The first motor is shown in Fig.8 and represents a quite
small machine, 4-pole, rated 3Nm @ 4.5A peak. Its outer
diameter is 110mm, 50mm the stack lenght. The rotor design
speed is 20000rpm. In Fig.9 the measured flux-current charac-
teristics are shown, while Fig.10 reports the maximum Nm/A
curve. The rated point R is id = 2.9 and iq = 3.5. From Fig.9
the correspondig flux linkages are found (λd ' 0.27 , λq '
−0.01). The flux amplitude of ∼ 0.27 leads to a base speed
of ∼ 3300rpm, when a DC-bus voltage of 350V is provided.
From Fig.9 the P.M. flux at no load is λm ' 0.07 (temperature
variation disregarded). The unsaturated anisotropy ratio ζ is
∼ 7. If λm/λmin = 1.2 is supposed, from (5) α = 1.4 is
found, leading to sin δ0 = 0.44. From (7), with λmin = 0.058,

Lqi0 = 0.095 results. Being Lq ' 17mH , the limit current
i0 = 5.6 is found.

Since the limit current at high speed is larger than the rated
one, the P.M. quantity is larger than required. A 20% less λm

(' 0.046) would have led to a NCPSR of 0.27/0.046 = 5.9.
Instead, we have a CPSR= 4.7 or alternatively, we must
accept a λm/λmin larger than the set value. On the other
hand, if the machine is overloaded to 5.6A @ 4Nm, the
actual P.M. compensation becomes correct., with a NCPSR
of 0.29/0.058 = 5. Of course, the more the motor is loaded,
the lower the NCPSR is.

Fig. 8. 4-pole machine (small and fast)
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Fig. 9. Magnetic characteristics of the 4-pole machine

Let us now pass to a completely different motor, much
larger but also constrained to a ring shaped room (mild-hybrid
application). The motor lamination is shown in Fig.11. Outer
diameter is 284mm, stack lenght is 55mm. The motor is 12-
pole, designed up to 9500rpm; rated torque is 70Nm @ 220A
peak. In Figs. 12 and 13 the flux-current behaviour and the
max Nm/A locus are shown. From max Nm/A locus the point
id = 137, iq = 160 is evidenced (70Nm), leading to λd =
0.049 , λq = 0.001. The current and flux amplitudes are 210A
peak and 0.049V s. From Fig.12 Lq = 0.125mH and Ld =
0.65mH (initial), giving to ζ = 5.2. Thus, from (5),(6),and
(7), assumed λm/λmin = 1.2, α = 1.49 , sin δ0 = 0.43 ,
Lqi0/λmin = 1.63 are obtained. Since λm = 0.02 (Fig.12)
we get i0 = 209. In this case the limit current equals the
rated one and the machine is well compensated. The resulting
NCSPR is 0.49/0.02 ' 3. The base speed is 2000rpm, thus
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Fig. 10. 4-pole machine. Maximum Nm/A locus on the id iq plane

the maximum one would be 6000rpm. In practice, a bit larger
CPSR (2000÷6500rpm)is reached, since the voltage at base
speed is slyghtly lower than that at high speed. Of course, this
results in some (small) inverter oversizing. In conclusion, this
machine still gives a good CPSR performance, in spite of the
large pole number and the resulting low anisotropy.

Fig. 11. 12-pole machine (big and fast)

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

An IPM machine suited fo large CPSRs must have a
PMASR structure, that is a very good anisotropic rotor. This
is obtained through a multiple barrier structure, whose shape
must be accurately designed, also in order to minimize the
amount of P.M. material. The cross-saturation effect is present,
although reduced by the effect of P.M. compensation. Care
must be taken to avoid additional losses in the iron at high
speed, due to slot harmonics.

In conclusion, if properly designed, the IPM-PMASR ma-
chine can get superior performance when a large CPSR is
needed, superior to that reachable by a well designed Induction
Machine.
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